2006 impala starter

Chevrolet Impala owners have reported 3 problems related to starter relay under the electrical
system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Impala based on all problems reported for the
Impala. Started to give us issues a year after purchase where we would get no crank, no start.
Replaced battery thinking it was the issue. It worked for a couple of days and started over again.
No crank, no start. Replaced starter with autozone brand and it worked fine a few days. It started
to happen again, no crank, no start. Replaced starter with oem from gm. It worked for a couple
of days and the issue started to happen again. Replaced starter relay, pulled bcm and cleaned
all contacts. After cleaning bcm contacts it seemed to of worked but a few weeks later it gave us
the same problem. Changed ignition switch and continued to have the same no crank, no start
issues. We just continued to live with it. The car cranks after 5 or 6 turns of the key and became
apart of our daily life. Now the big issue is the car turned off on us while driving a few days ago.
Let it sit 30 mins. And tried to crank but we were getting no crank no start. It eventually cranked
and started but I'm worried because I have my grand kids with me often and fear if im on the
highway I can get into a serious collision. Airbag light has came on since then and can't afford
to go to the dealership to get the vehicle diagnosed. I've called gm and since the vehicle is no
longer under warranty I would be responsible for everything. Have also checked the cables to
make sure they are tight and free of corrosion. No oil drips on the starter. We give the car
scheduled oil changes and take care of it very well. See all problems of the Chevrolet Impala. My
chevy Impala will not turn on. I replaced the battery and starter with the same results. Starter
relay is also good. I have researched this problem on the web and to my horror, this is a
common problem with this vehicle, with very high dollar possible solutions that may not work.
Every time I bring in this vehicle I am charged dollars for them to say what is wrong and when
they supposedly fix it or say it did not do it with them and its all in my head and your doing
something wrong to it , it does it again. The charging system is ok but there is no power at all
thruout the car but if you wait a couple of hours it will show lights but it will not even crank and
then go completely dead. This same problem has happened from every other customer who has
had this problem and cost them plenty of money without a solution. I have researched youtube,
yahoo answers, fixit, etc. And this is what all these other numerous customers are saying even
when they went to the chevy certified mechanics throuout the country. I do not have the
resources to keep paying for diagnosis and numerous possible fixes that does not remedy the
problem. Bringing the vehicle to a chevy dealer for them to charge me an arm and a leg to not
fix the problem and no they will not give you a refund for not fixing the problem that they charge
a dollars upfront to diagnose. This is not the only problem, the transmission slams into gear
especially when you come from a start or after you back up and drive forward. This is not
normal but chevy will say it us. I take pride in keeping my car running so I know it is not from
neglect or abuse this is simply an ongoing problem that these chevy vehicles have because I m
seeing this exact same problem on their other models throughout multiple year spectrum. This
is ridiculous!!! Security issue when trying to start the engine. Security error will flash when
attempting to start up the engine which resulted in loss of power to all systems. The only fix
appeared to be to wait minutes and then try to start the engine again. Area shops admit
knowledge of defect,. Some blame the ignition switch, which has been replaced at personal cost
and the problem remained. Some technicians claimed that gm has not yet figured out what the
problem was. Am wa s aware of the same problem with silverado trucks as well. Am a lifetime
owner of gm vehicles, but this will probably be my last unless an acceptable solution was
found. Car Problems. Starter Relay problem of the Chevrolet Impala 1. Starter Relay problem of
the Chevrolet Impala 2. Starter Relay problem of the Chevrolet Impala 3. Electrical System
problems. Instrument Panel problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Ignition Switch problems.
Wiring problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Ignition problems. Starter problems.
Dashboard Failed problems. Battery problems. My '06 impala ss wont start or turn over. I
checked the battery at It shifts out of park with the key in the accessory position but not the ON
position. I could hear the clicking noise from the brake pedal to the shifter in the accessory
position but not the on position. John answered 8 years ago. There are two seperate switches
that will interuprt the ingition starter. One is located on the steering colume under the dash
about half way up and is link by a rod to the ignition switch on the colume you turn with the key.
All the key does is move the linkage to the proper position to allow your car to start in neutral or
park. Auto Zone or other parts dealers carry these and if not they can have one in a day or two
tops Just reverse oder make sure the switch is in the same position as the old one and sug it
upif it will go into park and lock into position you have it right if not just put it back to neutral
and slide it slightly in one direction,snug and try it again,once it will go into park you have it set
and can tighten it and that should solve your problem. First before you do change this switch
out check and make sure your starter is working and the grounds are very clean,there is one

that goes from the engine to the body and engine to the groung terminal post as well. This
might save you having to deal with the switch,it doesn't hurt to make sure first. The other
method of setting these switches is, when you have it installed to the ignition push rod
assembly is to leave it fairly loose and pull it into reverse and snug it down and then try to put it
into park to where it should lock up the wheel and the shifter,however if you have not done it
this way many times it can leave you confused and not knowing where you left off and which
way to set the switch,which is to turn it counter clockwise or clockwise and you don't have a lot
of room to move it to the proper position and also is why I told you to do it the other way. If that
does not solve it you have a soleniod out,it should be on the starter,some engines that I've seen
in the ss series have had them on the fender like a ford starter,but it should be on the starter.
Pull it off the starter in whole take it to any Auto Zone and they will test it for no fee and then
you will know if you need the starter motor or the seleniod the best is to buy the best with a
lifetime warranty for the few dollars extra from dollars on the average. You can starter at this
point first if you wish and it is alot easier then the colume swicth and less time consuming.
There is no longer a linkage its all electronic. Same concept but the mechanical components
have been taken out and its now all inside a small plastic box that connects directly to the back
of lock cylinder. It shifts out of park with t My car will turn completely on. It will even make a
clicking noise like it wants to start but won't. I have tried starter fluid, checked my battery and
all of that is fine. Before this happened whe My Impala SS is over heating. I replaced the relays
which were discolored and one was cracked. I hard wired the fan to the battery and both fan m
My impala won't start, doesn't even make a sound, also the trunk button won't even open the
trunk. My impala ss won't start but cranks over I recently installed a he I have a different car.
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Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Impala question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Impala Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. When I attempt to start
my car it won't crank. It makes a continuous clicking sound when I turn the key. I was told it was
my battery so I bought a new one and it fixed the issue for about a week now it's doing it again.
What else could it be? You will need to check the power from the starter relay is getting to the
starter motor solenoid to actuate the starter. If it does not, then replace the relay and retest. If
power gets to the starter but it does not engage, then replace the starter. If you need help
testing this, a certified technician from YourMechanic can come to your location can come to
your home or office to inspect the starting issue and perform any needed repairs. My car has
miles. My car has an automatic transmission. Jay Safford Automotive Mechanic. The statements
expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified.
Please see our terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking No
start and no crank. I hear a noise from one of the relays - Chrysler PT Cruiser Depending on the
type of noise you hear, this may be related to the starter relay or starter solenoid. The starter
solenoid is a small unit on the starter that has internal electrical contacts that transmit
electricity to the starter Read more. How do I use the keyless ignition? The keyless ignition
allows you to turn on your vehicle without a key. Using the system is relatively simple: Place the
keyless ignition transmitter in the ignition slot. Press the keyless ignition push button to turn
the vehicle Where is the fuel rail pressure sensor located on a chevy impala ltz 3. The fuel rail
pressure sensor detects fuel pressure within the fuel rail Thumping noise from front end Hello.
You likely are experiencing a problem with a hub bearing. I would also recommend having your
brakes checked. If you need assistance with a repair, consider YourMechanic, as a certified
mechanic will be able to come to your home How do I open and close the sunshade? The
sunshade feature allows you to block incoming light from the sun roof. The sunshade can only
be operated manually. To open the sunshade, slide it open. To close the sunshade, slide it
closed. The sunshade can only be closed What does the Ice Possible Drive with Care message
mean? When the DIC displays this alert, then the system has detected that the roads may be
icy, and you should adjust your driving accordingly. After changing the upper radiator hose, my
car won't start dodge avenger. Without additional detailed info this may be difficult to diagnose
without visually inspecting the car. If the radiator hose was disconnected, this may suggest
potentially an overheating issue which could trigger a blown head gasket worst case scenario
which will Car is losing coolant Hi, i
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t is possible for leaks to occur around the cylinders so that coolant gets into the combustion
chamber and burns with the fuel and air. Liquid doesn't compress at all, so if too much gets into
the cylinders, you Car will crank but won't start - Ford Taurus Since you did all this work then
you should be able to check the fuel pressure and engine for spark getting to the spark plugs. If
you have spark and fuel pressure, then you will need to check the fuel Related articles. Finding
a car that meets your specific needs, and addressing your challenges can mean the difference
between being Designed to run entirely via an electric current, this electric hybrid The Top 5
Selling Cars in Georgia in Georgia Georgia offers drivers a mild climate with very little snow, but
rain is a major factor. Previous best-selling cars in the area, such as the Escape, Fusion and
Camry, have shown that residents prefer a mix of both SUV Browse other content. Starter
Replacement. Car is not starting Inspection.

